
OPPOSITE: J.J. Abrams “helming” the new STAR TREK crew. ABOVE: Gene 
Roddenberry’s original series cast preparing to boldly go into TV history.
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by David WeinerOf ShaDOWS & DarkneSS: 
J.J. abrams Talks Trek With fM

To Boldy Go... 

T
hat’s what STAR TREK 
continues to do, despite the 

near-death of Gene Roddenberry’s 
classic franchise on the big and 
small screen nearly a decade ago 
following the tepid box office of 
STAR TREK: NEMESIS in 2002 
(featuring the STAR TREK: THE 
NEXT GENERATION crew) and 
dismal Nielsen ratings that grounded 
STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE in 
2005 (cancelled after four seasons). 
It seems that Paramount had gone 
to the well one too many times, and 
audiences were growing tired of the 
same old thing, regardless of how 
many ways it had been “reinvented” 
over the course of five TV series 
and ten movies.  

The shadow of the 50th 
anniversary of the iconic TV series 
that started it all (now known as 
The Original Series, or TOS; it 
ran for three seasons on NBC 
from 1966 to 1969) was inching 
ever closer at sub-warp speed, but 
the studio execs weren’t about to 
put their cash cow out to pasture. 
Everyone knows that the legions 
of TREK fans are an incredibly 
loyal, enthusiastic, and vocal 
bunch; they all knew the franchise 
would endure in some way, shape 
or form. But few would have 
predicted that when the series got 
caught in a creative wormhole, 
the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise 
would ultimately be saved by the 
guy who created TV’s FELICITY 
and the 1991 Harrison Ford 
feel-good drama REGARDING 
HENRY. 

reBOOTInG a BeLOVeD 

(BUT STaLe) CLaSSIC

By the end of 2006, Abrams’ career 
was soaring. ALIAS was wrapping 
up on a high note, LOST was water-
cooler conversation every week, and 
his debut feature for Paramount, 
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE III, 
did solid box office worldwide 
despite some negative publicity 
courted by Tom Cruise and his 
Scientology connections. With the 
aforementioned TREK failures 
demanding a return to the drawing 
board, the Paramount execs held 
their collective breath, put their faith 
in Abrams, and handed him the keys 
to the sputtered phenomenon with 
the hopes of rebooting the franchise. 

“As someone who appreciates 
the passion that fans have for the 
original, but as someone who 
didn’t share that passion growing 

up, it was a little bit of tightrope 
to walk for all of us,” Abrams tells 
Famous Monsters of taking on the 
tremendous responsibility, along 
with his crack team of longtime 
fans mixed with the uninitiated—
executive producer Bryan Burk, 
writers/executive producers Alex 
Kurtzman and Roberto Orci, and 
producer Damon Lindelof, who had 
been steering LOST. 

Now sitting in the captain’s chair, 
the Abrams filmmaking team wanted 
to give the people who loved TOS 
“the fix that they deserved,” but 
were actually calculatingly careful 
to not put them first and foremost. 
Why bench the driving force that 
made STAR TREK popular in the 
first place? “Partly because I was not 
that person,” explains Abrams, who 
was ironically born the same year 
TREK debuted on TV. “I was not 
a die-hard fan. I would have been 

impersonating one if I made the 
movie with that mind.”

Screenwriting guru Syd Field says 
you’ve got to understand the rules 
in order to break them, and Abrams 
set out to do both with his new task. 
He tells FM he believed it was his 
job not to continue what TREK had 
done before, but to approach it with 
an effort to “appeal to those people 
who love STAR TREK, revere it, 
hold it close to their hearts, but also 
make a movie for those who could 
care less about it, who’d never had 
a positive thing to say about it, who 
never experienced it, who never 
would experience it, who assumed 
that they didn’t like it—and that is 
a vast majority of people.” He goes 
on to say it was crucial to tell a new 
TREK tale that would not be too 
“inside and referential or reverential 
so that it was exclusionary.” 

Basically, the franchise needed 
a reality check if it was going to 
succeed in the 21st century, much 
less the 23rd century, and Abrams 
confides, “That was really the 
reason that Paramount wanted to 
make a new STAR TREK movie, 
in that they wanted to try and take 
advantage of a very large audience, 
most of whom did not find STAR 
TREK appealing.”

So, this isn’t your father’s STAR 
TREK: the two new films helmed 
by Abrams so far (with more 
hopefully yet to come in the series) 
are a market-researched effort by 
a studio that is first and foremost 
a business with its bottom line as 
the top priority. In order to keep 
Roddenberry’s vision going, they 
needed to appeal to a broader, multi-
faceted demographic—gotta pay off 
those multi-million production and 
marketing tabs somehow—and not 
limit the viewership to sci-fi geeks 
that endlessly argue the pros and 
cons of the “Trekkie” vs. “Trekker” 
moniker (if you want to sort that one 
out, try to understand the rules of a 
game of Fizzbin first; look it up if 
you haven’t seen “A Piece of the 
Action”).

Abrams’ risky formula clearly 
worked, as he hit it out of the park in 
the summer of 2009 with worldwide 
box office for his STAR TREK 
exceeding $385 million. The trick 
was going back to basics with Kirk, 
Spock, and McCoy and recasting 
them as young men (now portrayed 
by Chris Pine, Zachary Quinto, and 
Karl Urban; with Zoe Saldana, John 
Cho, Anton Yelchin, and Simon Pegg 
rounding out the cast as Uhura, Sulu, 
Chekov, and Scotty, respectively), 
telling a new origin story about how 
they all met with a nod to canon, and 
slyly creating an alternate universe 
timeline (straddled by TOS Spock, 
once again portrayed by Leonard 
Nimoy) that allowed the filmmakers 
to creatively veer off in any direction 
while still respecting Roddenberry’s 
vision. 

It’s interesting to note that Abrams, 
while trying to develop a new look 
for the Klingon antagonists in this 
summer’s STAR TREK INTO 
DARKNESS, pointed out that some 

of the more casual inconsistencies 
in TOS essentially gave them a free 
pass since you can’t please all of the 
people all of the time anyway: “There 
were quite a few different looks for 
these characters,” he says of the tan, 
makeup-caked TOS Klingons. “You 
start to realize that even canon isn’t 
true to canon sometimes.”

VenTUrInG "InTO DarkneSS"

If the box office success of 2009‘s 
STAR TREK wasn’t enough, the 
new edge-of-your-seat adventures of 
the Enterprise crew in STAR TREK 
INTO DARKNESS cement the 
bold new direction of the franchise 
with its high-octane action and 
eagerness to entertain while taking 
liberties with the capabilities and 
expectations of the crew—not to 
mention the Enterprise itself (now 
underwater capable!). But Abrams 
says concocting a solid follow-up 
to the rebooted effort was truly a 
double-edged sword.



A Logical Deduction: Benedict Cumberbatch, known for his modern-day portrayal of the 
title character on BBC’s SHERLOCK, sets his intense gaze on Kirk and the Enterprise crew 
as the nefarious John Harrison.

From one Captain to another: J.J. Abrams invoking his inner Shatner as he directs Chris Pine on the
INTO DARKNESS set.

“There was more freedom because 
we already knew what was working: 
we knew that we had an amazing 
cast, we knew that we had a handle 
on the characters, and we didn’t 
feel that overwhelming burden 
of how do we possibly cast these 
iconic characters with new actors,” 
he explains. “But it was in some 
cases more of challenge, because 
[working] on the first movie, 
there really had not been a hugely 
successful STAR TREK movie in a 
while, and we were coming in with 
nothing to compare it to, really. And 
when our film found an audience, in 
a way we were in our own shadow 
working on the sequel.”

A seasoned storyteller who is 
arguably a master of manipulation 
and emotional resonance, Abrams 
was intent on making his TREK 
2 feel as much like a non-sequel 
as possible, something that could 
succeed on its own merits. “We 
didn’t want to make a film that 
you had to see any prior movie or 

television show to understand. If 
you have, that’s fantastic and it’ll 
help, but this movie needed to stand 
on its own. We could not assume 
for a second that anyone would like 
the characters, know the characters, 
or care about them. We had to re-
introduce everything.”

STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS 
finds the Federation rocked 
by terrorist actions in London 
thanks to a former top agent 
named John Harrison (played by 
U.K. SHERLOCK star Benedict 
Cumberbatch). The catastrophic 
events drive Kirk and his crew on 
a dangerous vendetta to pursue 
the “one-man weapon of mass 
destruction” in a deadly game of cat 
and mouse. 

The previous STAR TREK 
introduced a formidable opponent 
in the Romulan villain/planet killer 
Nero, played with convincing menace 
by Eric Bana, and Abrams and his 
writing team were faced with upping 
the ante with a brand-new heavy 

for the next chapter. The director 
is well known for keeping a tight 
lid on set and story secrets (he has 
built an almost mythological edifice/
Hollywood persona with his expert 
viral marketing strategies), and 
early leaked shots of Cumberbatch’s 
character duking it out with Quinto’s 
Spock had the Internet in spoiler 
speculation overdrive: Could it 
truly be a new incarnation of the 
nefarious Khan Noonien Singh (first 
portrayed by Ricardo Montalban in 
the TOS episode “Space Seed”, who 
later memorably faced off against 
William Shatner’s Kirk in 1982’s 
STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF 
KHAN, still considered by many to 
be the best TREK movie ever)? Or 
maybe he’s the telekinetic Enterprise 
crew member Gary Mitchell (played 
by Gary Lockwood in the early TOS 
episode “Where No Man Has Gone 
Before”)? 

Of course, the mystery 
surrounding John Harrison has 
finally been revealed with the release 
of INTO DARKNESS, but the true 
identity of the villain seems to be of 

less importance to Abrams than how 
he acts as a catalyst for the action; a 
villain isn’t simply a bad guy, he’s 
a foil to create conflict and forward 
momentum for his main characters.

“Nero was a perfect villain for us in 
the first movie because the first film 
was very much about [the Enterprise 
crew] finding each other and forming 
a family,” observes Abrams. “[INTO 
DARKNESS picks up] about a year 
after the first film and really is about 
a family that now has deep ties and 
some life experience. The stakes 
are immediately higher just because 
their relationships are very different. 
We needed a villain commensurate 
with that, someone who could really 
challenge them and test their mettle 
and their faith and connections 
and trust and loyalty, and that’s 
what John Harrison does. Benedict 
Cumberbatch—remarkable actor, by 
the way—plays this character with 
an incredible, unbelievable intensity. 
You can’t take your eyes off of him 
when he’s onscreen.”

WOULD Gene rODDenBerrY 

aPPrOVe?

Despite the new TREK’s box 
office success, it can’t be ignored that 
there’s a solid share of TREK purists 
out there in the galaxy who are 
disappointed with the more kinetic, 
less cerebral direction the movies 
have taken. There is simply no way 
that Abrams’ approach can appease 
everyone; the world is full of people 
resistant to change, and some have 
criticized his efforts, insisting that his 
action-packed updates dumb down 
the franchise or take one too many 
leaps in narrative logic or suspension 
of disbelief. Late, legendary film critic 
Roger Ebert gave the first TREK only 
two-and-a-half stars and bemoaned 
that Roddenberry’s original ideas, 
which “might play with questions of 
science, ideals, or philosophy, have 
been replaced by stories reduced to 
loud and colorful action.”

One could argue that despite the 
kvetching, Abrams’ first TREK still 

scored a stellar 95% fresh rating on 
RottenTomatoes.com. Or, you could 
just ask Abrams what he thinks 
Roddenberry would think of his 
films...

“I know that there are people who 
say that he would hate it because it’s 
so not what he had done,” says the 
somewhat self-effacing filmmaker. 
“And while that certainly might be 
true, our goal was not to redo what 
he had done. But I also think that 
if you look at the spirit of STAR 
TREK, which is ‘to boldy go where 
no one has gone before,’ it seems 
like that spirit is exactly the way we 
approached our series, and telling 
the story was to try and embrace 
the paradigms, the archetypes, the 
spirit, the humor, the drama, and 
the conflict that was so critical in 
the original STAR TREK series—
but then to go where it hadn’t been 
before. So I would like to think that 
Roddenberry would appreciate that 
we are approaching the show with 
the exact spirit ... [of] what STAR 
TREK was all about.”
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BrIDGInG TOS 
WITh The neW Trek 

by David Weiner

n
ow that he has created a brand-new TREK for a new wave of fans, how does 
J.J. Abrams and his team of craftsmen bridge the old TV series with the new 

movies? Very, very carefully. Despite not being a fan of the show growing 
up (THE TWILIGHT ZONE was more his speed, which would explain a lot 
about LOST), the man is an astute observer and thoroughly knows his source 
material, once again cognizant of respecting The Great Bird of the Galaxy’s 
vision: “We wanted to make sure that we approached everything from kind 

of a similar place with the spirit of what 
Roddenberry created and what the 
original series did,” he says reverently. 
“We didn’t want to copy it exactly. We 
didn’t want to do a riff or sort of parody 
of it. We wanted to say, ‘OK, if this is 
the design of the communicator, the 
wardrobe, the set, the ship—even the 
characters themselves—what was the 
spirit with which it was created in 1966, 
and how do we do that now and make it 
feel real and true and relevant?’”

The UnIfOrMS
The TV SerIeS: Gene Roddenberry’s directive for much of the Starfleet designs, from the ship to the uniforms, came from nautical 

inspiration. The late William Ware Theiss famously designed the original series velour tunics and alien costumes on a shoestring budget. 
A man who gave few interviews, a few of his secrets were revealed in BILL THEISS: THE LOST INTERVEIW/A STITCH IN TIME by 
James Magda. On his inspiration for the various looks of the series, he said, “There’s no way of predicting clothes of the future, so I’m 
lying, basically, with my designs. As convincing, fun, and stimulating a lie as I can tell, but still a lie. As for where I get my ideas from... 
well, I don’t get them from my dreams or anything. Mainly, I get them from fabric I see that’s available; I look for interesting patterns 
in the material itself.” Theiss felt that the velour material would stand out under the bright studio lights, but velour shrinks with every 
wash, and by the third season of TREK the tunics had to be reconstructed with a double-knit material instead.

The neW MOVIeS: Of the new look of Starfleet, Abrams reveals, “The goal was to try and stay true to what came before. We wanted to 
make sure that we were treating this as a real organization that is not military, but an exploratory organization that would have a number 
of different uniforms for different ceremonies or different activities.” As for the more casual wear or civilian-related outfits: “We wanted 
to make sure that when the characters weren’t in uniform, there was wardrobe that felt honest and true to this time [in the 23rd century].” 
Abrams credits the “incredible work” done by costume designer Michael Kaplan. “Not just on the wardrobe for the main characters, but 
on the first film what he did for Nero and his crew, and certainly what he did on STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS, not just with Harrison 
but also with the Klingons and other characters that you’ll see in the film.”

 

The U.S.S. enTerPrISe

The TV SerIeS: Constructed in the San Francisco Fleet Yards orbiting Earth according 
to canon, the look of the Constitution-class starship came from late TREK production 
designer Walter “Matt” Jefferies after much trial and error. Gene Roddenberry didn’t 
know what he wanted, but he knew what he didn’t want: anything resembling a 1960s 
rocket ship. “He had emphasized that there were to be no fins, no wings, no smoke trails, 
no flames, no rocket,” Jefferies said in an interview featured in STAR TREK: THE 
MAGAZINE. Drawing on NASA ideas and aviation experience, he elaborated, “My 
thinking was, because of the ship’s speed, there had to be terrifically powerful engines. 
They might be dangerous to be around, so maybe we’d better put them out of the way 
somewhere...” For the hull, “The best pressure vessel of course is a ball, so I started 
playing with that. But the bulk got in the way and the ball just didn’t work. I flattened it 
out and I guess we wound up with a saucer.”. Ironically, the first model of the Enterprise 
shown to Roddenberry flipped upside down when handled by its string, which Gene 
loved, and Jefferies had an uphill battle in convincing him to use the design right side up.

The neW MOVIeS: Built on Earth in the industrial yards of Iowa, the new big-screen version 
maintains the classic shape but is primarily differentiated by its suped-up nacelles, with 
Abrams originally envisioning a “hot rod” version of the ship while maintaining its basic 
design. He tells FM, “The design of the ship was sort of to say, ‘We have to take the 
essential silhouette, but how do we make it feel connected to the aesthetic of the movie?’ 
It was just a lot of trial and error.”

FAR LEFT: The ship that started it all, 
the original 1960s USS Enterprise. 
ABOVE: The current Enterprise with 
its updated “Hot Rod” look.

Photo courtesy of Industrial Light & Magic/Paramount Pictures. 



 Tricorder

Communicator

Phaser

Trek-nology: What’s old is new again. Classic meets 
contemporary.

The fIVe-Year MISSIOn

The TV SerIeS: Gene Roddenberry famously pitched STAR TREK to network execs as “A Wagon Train to the stars,” given the fact that 
Westerns dominated television, WAGON TRAIN had been a top show, and the brain trust controlling the airwaves may not have had 
the imagination to look up from the dusty trail. Just like the opening credits speech delivered by James T. Kirk, the crew of the starship 
Enterprise is on a five-year mission to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldy go where no man has gone before. Sadly, they only 
made it through three before the show was canceled.

The neW MOVIeS:  The films follow how Kirk reluctantly joined Starfleet, determined to graduate in record time, and then assumed command of 
the Enterprise by a series of extraordinary circumstances. Once in command, he must determine if he is capable of leading while being 
responsible for the lives of his crew. No five-year mission was established in the first film, but Abrams maintains that the mission is 
nonetheless crucial to STAR TREK: “The end of the first film was really just the beginning of their being together and working together, 
and you’ll see how INTO DARKNESS incorporates that idea. It is critically important, not just to the original series, but to this film.”

The GaDGeTS

The TV SerIeS: Part of what made STAR TREK 
undeniably cool in the ‘60s were the gadgets assisting 
the crew each week, primarily the Communicator, 
Phaser, and Tricorder. Matt Jefferies designed the 
Phasers, comprised of a compact hand Phaser that 
could snap into a larger Phaser pistol. But when 
the studio shop failed to deliver functional props, 
Roddenberry turned to Wah Chang, a veteran 
Hollywood artist and sculptor. The late Chang saved 
the TREK production time and again—despite 
uncredited work due to strict union rules—with his 
insightful designs and constructions, which included 
the legendary flip-top Communicator and over-the-
shoulder portable science lab Tricorder, plus the 
designs for the first Romulan Bird of Prey from 
“Balance of Terror”, the notorious lizard-like Gorn 
from “Arena”, the salt vampire in “The Man Trap”, 
the title stars of “The Trouble With Tribbles”, and 
much more.

The neW MOVIeS: With a slicker and less “future 
retro” design, the new versions of the classic Phaser, 
Communicator, and Tricorder play on the functionality 
of the originals that we all know and love, but with a 
twist. For example, the new Phasers contain a barrel 
that literally flips when switching between “stun” 
and “kill” settings, and fire short bursts instead of 
sustained phaser beams. STAR TREK prop Master 
Russell Bobbitt told ScreenRant, “The greatest 
challenge in the modernization of iconic props of 
any kind is to satisfy both the fan and the non-fan 
visually by coming up with ways to portray the props 
as recognizable for the fan as possible, and to add 
enough tech for the non-fan to make it believable as a 
prop that would exist in the environment that we are 
creating. It is very challenging.” In order to get on 
the right track, he connected with Nokia’s engineers 
and asked, “What will it be 400 years in the future?”

The MUSIC

The TV SerIeS: Another major element of what makes STAR TREK great is the incredible 
symphonic soundtrack that accompanies every episode. The classic theme composed by 
Alexander Courage started with Roddenberry asking him to employ a nautical approach in an 
effort to keep the show down-to-earth, as opposed to a more space-aged, theremin-fueled vibe. 
Jerry Fielding, Fred Steiner, Gerald Fried, George Duning, Sol Kaplan, Samuel Matlovsky, 
and Joseph Mullendore also contributed music to the series, designed to excite the imagination 
to compensate for the show’s low-budget special effects. In a 1982 interview, Roddenberry 
explained, “For the first time on television I was going to have situations and life forms that 
were totally unlike what the audience was accustomed to. And I thought, ‘My God, I had better 
keep as many things as possible very understandable to my audience.’ I was afraid that if, on 
top of bizarre alien seascapes, I had beep-beep-beep music, then I would be in trouble. And so 
I wanted music that said adventure, courage, boldness—all the things we talked about in the 
opening words of, ‘To boldly go,’ and so on.”  

The neW MOVIeS:  Abrams enlisted longtime collaborator Michael Giacchino (whose credits 
range from ALIAS, LOST, MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE III, and SUPER 8 to THE INCREDIBLES, 
UP, and RATATOUILLE) to take on the daunting task of a cinematic score for STAR TREK, 
following in the footsteps of such memorable big-screen TREK composers as James Horner 
and the late Jerry Goldsmith. “First of all, that theme is a very specific thing—it is very hard 
to play in a scene,” says Abrams of the classic Alexander Courage melody. “The tune itself 
doesn’t lend itself to being a score... but you’ll see there are pieces of [Courage’s] music that, 
like with the first film, have been incorporated very specifically [in INTO DARKNESS], and I 
think wonderfully, by Michael Giacchino in the score for this film.”
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Retro amusements in the Bad Robot     
waiting lounge.

J.J.'S STar Trek: TOS faVOrITeS

favorite Villain: 
“Khan.”

favorite alien: 
“Honestly,  I’m going 
to have to say Spock. 
It’s a trick answer.”

favorite episode: 
“It’s a tricky one, 
because I’m a fan of 
many of them. The 
one that comes to 
mind is ‘City on the 
Edge of Forever’.”

While Abrams openly admits to not being a true fan of STAR TREK in 
his formative years, he still has his favorites, and shares the basics with FM.

J.J. On faMOUS 

MOnSTerS MaGaZIne

Like many of Hollywood’s power 
players who owe a debt of gratitude to 
the influence of Forrest J Ackerman’s 
monstrous creation, Abrams was also a 
fan of FM and found inspiration in his 
early years. “Famous Monsters magazine 
came to my attention on the newsstands 
when I was a kid. It wasn’t until later that 
I sort of came to appreciate what Forry 
Ackerman had made and built, and I am 
one of many proud owners of the first issue 
of the magazine. I always appreciated the 
magazine’s celebration of not just the 
famous monsters, but also some of the 
less well-known work of various actors, 
makeup artists, and special effects people. 
So it’s always been a favorite of mine.”

J.J.'S STarfLeeT heaDQUarTerS:

Bad Robot, J.J. Abrams’ base of operations, 
is an impressive arrangement that epitomizes 
the ultimate geek refuge. Tucked away in a 
corner of Santa Monica, CA, not too far from 
the Pacific coastline, the building designed by 
architect Andy Waisler boasts a fully-equipped 
recording studio, four edit bays, stage space 
for mixing and for shooting, a lavish screening 
room, a central, full-service kitchen, and much 
more. 

“My goal in working on the design of our 
offices was to first and foremost have a place of 
creativity and industry; a place where we could be 
actually making things,” says Abrams. “The whole 
idea was to create a place where if you wanted 
to make something, you could just do it that day. 
You wouldn’t have to send it out. You wouldn’t 
have to go somewhere else. And there’s a pride 
that I certainly feel when we mix a trailer that’s 
something that goes out to the world, but we’ve 
done it in our building. Or we shot a scene and we 
edited it together and it’s part of a movie and you’d 
never know that it was shot at Bad Robot.”

But what truly sets Bad Robot apart, other 

than its rooftop party/entertaining space and art studio stocked 
with 3D and large format printers alongside old tools like a 
Chapman & Price letterpress and a silkscreen embroiderer for 
making hats and T-shirts, is the decor and various amenities 
that make the work environment extra fun and super cool. 
Beyond the front entrance sporting a sign that reads “Are 
you ready?” is a waiting room populated with collectibles 
and classic pop culture board games from the ’70s (with titles 
including EMERGENCY!, THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR 
MAN, CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE, 
and THE TWILIGHT ZONE), a lending library with new 
DVDs and Blu-rays ranging from CITIZEN KANE to THE 
LORD OF THE RINGS trilogy; an ’80s video game console; 
pop culture ephemera everywhere, from the evolution of 
cinematic Godzilla heads to original PLANET OF THE APES 
prosthetics; props and makeup effects molds from Abrams’ 
movies just sitting around on shelves; and much more.

“It was important that we have not just offices where 
people could work, but a number of opportunities for 
spontaneous meetings to happen, a kind of democratic and 
open environment,” continues Abrams with pride. “It was 
important that when you go into the waiting area it doesn’t feel 
like every other waiting area, and that it encourages you t o 
create, even when you first get there. But the building, 
beautifully designed by Andy Waisler, would mean 
nothing if the people who work there 
didn’t elevate the experience and bring 
inspiring work and ethos to it.”

The neXT BIG ThInG: a WOrD On STAR WARS VII
Trying to get a few exclusive details about Abrams’ top-secret STAR 

WARS VII from the man himself at this stage of the game is like trying to 
extract the Death Star plans from The Galactic Emperor. But, alas, we tried, 
and here was the director’s kind response: “I feel like because we’re literally 
just finishing up the work on STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS that we’re 
just, just beginning the work on STAR WARS, and I don’t really have any 
comment on it other than to say it is a completely surreal thrill to be even 
asked that question [“What can you tell us, if anything?”], and I’m looking 
forward to talking to you about it when the time is right.” Until then, J.J.! 
We can’t wait...



Forry with David at the Ackermansion in ’99.

Set for stun! David Weiner in his element 
back in the ‘70s.

I’m a child of the ’70s. Before STAR WARS came along 
in ’77 and changed the game, STAR TREK was my world. 
Watching repeats of the show in syndication every evening 
before dinner transported me to exciting, distant worlds 
and dropped me into hour-long adventures that fueled my 
imagination, inspired my own artwork, and even expanded my 
kiddie vocabulary (Fascinating! Logical!). I was Captain Kirk, 
at least until the dinner bell rang and brought me back to reality. 
The next day, I’d run around the back yard imagining my own 
TREK scenarios, wearing my Remco STAR TREK utility belt 
(featuring a plastic Communicator, Tricorder, and disc-shooting 
Phaser) and forcing my sister to play Spock or a Klingon when 
my friends weren’t around.

But it didn’t end there. Like many kids my age, I had the 
Mego STAR TREK action figures and the fold-out Enterprise 
bridge playset with the “transporter” that would jam half 
the time because I’d spin it too fast. I bought the AMT STAR 
TREK models, painstakingly glued them together and carefully 
applied the decals, then hung them from my ceiling; the U.S.S. 
Enterprise and Galileo 7 Shuttlecraft hanging by black thread, 
slowly turning in the gentle draft to take on the Klingon Battle 
Cruiser and Romulan Bird of Prey on the other side of the 
room, just beyond the K-7 Space Station (I also had a SPACE: 
1999 Eagle, but we’ll save that appreciation for another day). I 
watched Filmation’s STAR TREK: THE ANIMATED SERIES 
on Saturday mornings and loved that the original cast provided 
the voices, dutifully spotting recycled music and footage while 
wondering why Chekov had been replaced entirely by an orange 
alien with three arms and legs. 

It’s hard to believe now, but other than the limited TREK toys 

and models, a couple fanzines, Enterprise blueprints, vintage 
comics, and the James Blish novelizations of TREK episodes, 
you really couldn’t get too much more in the way of authentic 
TREK goodies in the mid-’70s. I grew up in the suburbs of New 
York City, and one of the greatest memories of my childhood 
remains the time when my parents surprised me with a trip 
downtown to visit the Federation Trading Post - East, a tiny 
shop run by Trekkies (yes, Trekkies, not Trekkers) that was the 
ultimate mecca of TREK paraphernalia, much of which was 
fan-made. Audio-taped episodes would play over the speakers 
in the store, real show props adorned the walls; TREK insignia 
patches, buttons, bumper stickers, and greeting cards lined the 
shelves; and they even had a barrel full of hand-made Tribbles, 
one of which I still have to this day. They also boasted “The only 
STAR TREK museum in the galaxy,” and several of the show’s 
stars, from Leonard Nimoy to Nichelle Nichols, stopped there 
to check it out with gigantic grins, evident by vintage photos 
floating around the Web. Good times.

To be invited by Famous Monsters, a magazine I cherished 
as a kid, to write about STAR TREK, my all-time favorite show 
from the same era, has been a dream come true. Second to 
meeting Forry himself at the Ackermansion back in October of 
1999, I can finally check this honor off my bucket list.

Original Series & Star Trek (2009) photos courtesy CBS.
STAR TREK INTO DARKNESS photos by Zade Rosenthal 
courtesy of Paramount Pictures & Skydance Productions.
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